could be modulated as a function of 'virtual-depth' of the tracked object using a top-mounted 144 white LED array so as to provide a uniform illumination across the experimental chamber 145 ( Fig. 1D,E, Fig. S1 ).
146
A formalism for vertical tracking using a "hydrodynamic treadmill" by these unique considerations, we carried out a detailed physical analysis to identify the 156 parameter trade-offs and design space of our vertical tracking method, in relation to the measured tracks do not differ significantly from those that would be measured in a quiescent 162 fluid.
163
In general, tracked objects can undergo behavioral transitions during which their vertical 164 velocity changes at a certain rate. We parameterized this rate using the time-scale τ obj , 165 which is defined as τ obj = u obj /a obj , where u obj and a obj are the amplitudes of the velocity and 166 acceleration changes, respectively. Compared to the response time of our vertical tracking 167 system (τ tracking ), such behavioral transitions can be slow or fast: i.e. τ obj τ tracking and
168
τ obj τ tracking . These two limits, in general, correspond to abiotic and biotic objects,
169
respectively. For both biotic and abiotic objects, we confirmed that for object sizes (d < tracking regime predicted by our analysis, hence serving as a validation (Fig. 2C , symbols).
198
Our analysis of tracking success is conservative since we assume that objects instantaneously 199 change their vertical velocity by their mean vertical speed, which is seldom the case. 
203
This shear can modify an object's natural orientation when it exceeds gravitactic effects due 204 to a bottom-heavy density distribution of the object [35, 36, 37] and/or shape anisotropy
205
[38], which align the orientation of the organism with gravity ( Fig. 2D left, accelerations, the object can easily outrun our tracking.
225
Effects of finite chamber curvature
226
Tracking objects moving vertically using the rotational motion of the circular fluidic chamber 227 results in a small radial drift when the vertical tracking error (∆z) is finite (see Fig. 2F ).
228
This effect is most relevant for objects moving at a constant vertical velocity which is only 229 changing slowly in time (τ obj τ tracking ). We show for such an object that this drift velocity,
230
relative to the object's vertical velocity is given by u drif t /u obj = ∆z/R(t), where R(t) is the 231 object's instantaneous radial position (Fig. 2F, Movie 2). Here we additionally measured the flow-field around the rods using high-speed 277 videography and Particle-Image-Velocimetry, combined with our tracking (Fig. 3B, left) .
278
The wake behind the two rods is clearly visible and the interaction between the wakes in 279 the streamwise configuration causes the upper rod to rapidly approach the lower rod, con-
280
currently causing rapid orientation changes (Fig. 3B , Right).
281
The coupling of sedimentation and dissolution of a particle is a non-linear problem since 282 it involves a solid interface which is dynamic, making finding analytical solutions challenging above the particle, consisting of a pair of recirculating regions (Fig. 3C) . A thinner solute 287 plume extends farther away from the particle (Fig. 3C , time series). As a means to measure 288 the flow structure near the particle, we also tracked individual particles that were convected 289 by the flow in the wake. The particles tracks revealed a spiralling streamline region adjacent 
308
Albeit its importance, it has been impossible to study this problem due to its multi-scale (Table S1 ). The larvae spanned 4 Phyla and 5 Classes across the animal kingdom (Fig. 4) .
315
We measured 3D tracks of individual larvae over time-scales of several hours and swim- 
332
Together with tracking, we observed the microscale behavior, posture and shape of the have an excess density to sea-water and need to create propulsive stresses just to maintain 347 their position in the water column (Fig. 4K) .
348
We now demonstrate that behavior of single larvae can show multi-scale dynamics. We 349 zoom in on P. miniata (Bat-star) larva to further demonstrate the utility of collecting long 350 term tracks. We measured the free-swimming behavior of these larvae (10 larvae, total 351 track duration ≈ 1.5 hours) and found a vertically biased motility where the larvae swam 352 upwards in a helical path ( Fig. 5A ) with an associated rotation of the larva body (Movie 5).
353
We observed that the upward swimming was punctuated by a rapid behavioral transition
354
(henceforth refered as 'blink') from upward to downward movement ( Fig. 5 B, z-track). 6A, B). Interestingly, this swimming was active in both directions with larvae reorienting so 400 as to point upwards or downwards to achieve swimming in that direction ( Fig. 6A, Fig. 1D ). For the purposes of demonstration, we chose an artificial, depth-based light- plankton behavioral experiments not possible before.
534
While we have developed a system geared towards measuring microscale objects, a similar 535 approach of using a "hydrodynamic treadmill" can be used to study macroscale plankton.
536
In an interesting convergence of ideas, while preparing this manuscript, we found an earlier 537 effort where a circular chamber was used, along with manual observation and input by a 538 human operator, to track macroscale plankton [66] . In the future, such earlier efforts could 539 be extended by including modern electronics and imaging systems to create an autonomous 540 vertical system for macroscale plankton.
541
While our method allows scale-free tracking along the vertical direction, the presence of 542 walls in the two horizontal directions, at present, seems unavoidable. Therefore, this method 543 is particularly suitable for objects with anisotropic motility where the dominant motion is 544 along the vertical and is unsuitable for objects with isotropic motility. Gravity, however,
545
ensures that such anisotropy is a rule rather than an exception for earth-bound systems, Table S1 ) that were successfully 
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